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EXERCISE A. FILL IN THE MISSING WORDS [3] 
 

A. What must you do before you enter an enclosed space?  
 You must carry rescue equipment: breathing ………1……., recovery gear and ……2……… (in case you 

need to revive a victim).  
 You must have good ………3……….. with the person responsible for the ………4……….. 
 You must ……5….. the atmosphere for ………6…….. level, toxic and flammable ………7………. 

concentrations 
 You must wear safety equipment, hard hat, boots, gloves, overalls and personal gas ……8……….. 

 
B. This is a PA announcement for passengers on emergency; there is fire in the galley.  

Attention please! This is your captain ………9………  
I ………10…….., this is your captain with an important ………11………… 
We have a minor fire in the galley. There is no immediate danger to our passengers and there is no 
reason to be ………12……… I ask you kindly to remain ……..13…….. 
For ……14……… reasons we request all passengers to go to their ………15……. stations. 
 

 
EXERCISE B. WRITE THE CORRECT MESSAGE MARKER TO INTRODUCE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES. [1] 
 

1. ……….. I require tug escort. 
2. ….……. I will reduce my speed to 10 knots 
3. .......... Arrange for a berth on arrival.  
4. .......... Five vessels are at the anchorage area.  
5. .......... My ETA at Singapore is 1200 hours UTC 
6. .......... I will stand on.  
7. ……….. The wind force is Beaufort 6. 
8. ….…… You are running into danger. Uncharted rocks ahead of you. 
9. ….…… Alter course to give way. I say again, this is Dover VTS, alter course to give way.  
10. ….….… MV Mina, this is MV Triumph, turn your vessel to windward.  

 
 
EXERCISE C. WRITE THE MISSING WORDS. USE THE WORDS GIVE. THERE ARE EXTRA WORDS. [1] 
 

 maintain, inventory, adjust, lookouts, prolonged, ingress,  
attempt, entry, alongside, jettison, roadstead, expected, magnitude, impact 

 
1. In tankers, in ship-to-ship transfer of cargo, two ships come ______ in open sea and cargo is transferred 

manifold to manifold via flexible hoses. 
2. Give two ______ blasts on the ship’s whistle.  
3. Make a/an _______ in the logbook. 
4. The vessel remained at the _____ for 15 days.  
5. There was an earthquake, ____ 7 on the Richter scale. 
6. Every month the chief steward has a/an _____ of the food reserves onboard.  
7. When you have a MOB accident you must post additional ______.  
8. Also, you must _______ visual contact with the casualty.  
9. The vessel has run aground. There is water _______ through a hole and the engine room is flooded.  
10. The fire is toxic. Do not ______ to extinguish the fire.  



 
 

EXERCISE D: WRITE THE MISSING WORDS, THE FIRST LETTER IS GIVEN. [4] 
 

1. Do not e______ the loading rate.  
2. B____ stores, such as tobacco and alcohol are kept in a special locker. 
3. What is the nature of d______? It is grounding. 
4. The ship’s c______ brings provisions to the ship. 
5. DNV, Lloyds Register, etc. are c_______ societies. 
6. The cargo officer is responsible for the s______ plan. 
7. The bobcat helps in t______ the bulk cargo inside the hold.  
8. G_____ cranes load containers in container terminals. 
9. A crane with a g____ can discharge coal.   
10. A c____ belt system can load minerals.  
11. The h_____ capacity of the ore loader is 1000 cubic meters per hour.  
12. When you fight an oil spill at sea, first you have to c_____ it with booms.  
13. A h_____ is a tool for cutting metal. 
14. The opposite of clear sky is called o______.  
15. The weather has become worse, it has d______.  
16. The cargo is 200 d_____ of coal tar.  
17. You can use a pair of p_____ to bend and cut wire 
18. Precipitation of small pellets of ice and hard snow is called h____.  
19. Before you treat a victim that suffers from hypothermia you must look for signs of f_____.  
20. We are expecting the pilot at 12:00. R_____ the pilot ladder and prepare for pilot boarding. 

 
 
 
EXERCISE E. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION. [1] 
 

Write 5 words that describe sea state and 5 words that describe wind force. 
 

 
 
 
WRITE YOUR ANSWERS ON THE ANSWER SHEET PROVIDED.  
Total: 10 points 
GOOD LUCK! 
 

 
Οι εισηγήτριες,    

Μαρία Παναγοπούλου,  
Παρασκευή Παπαλεωνίδα 

 
 
 


